SAMPLE REPORTS

ABC Landscape Company

Wednesday, December 16, 2020 | 12:46 pm

WEATHER ALERT
Snow Arrives Through The Afternoon... Snow is approaching from the south and west. We could begin to see a few flurries
towards 130 or 2PM, but in general the main risk for initial snow will be from the 2 - 4PM hours. At first, it will be light but still
capable of covering all surfaces with very cold temps. Not long after, snow intensity increases to moderate to heavy, with a
period of 1 - 2" per hour snowfall rates into the evening. Towards and after Midnight, the heaviest snow bands will push to the
N/W, leaving us with lighter / variable intensity, which likely allows some sleet to mix in, perhaps briefly freezing drizzle. That
wont accumulate to much, but can make things denser and / or slick. Later at night, the back-side of the storm should result in
another period of snow later at night, ending lightly by Thursday Morning. Overall, 9.0 - 13.0" of snow is expected, the bulk
occurring before Midnight, with "normal snow density". Gusty winds can lead to some blowing / drifting.

OVERVIEW
Start Time

End Time

Wednesday
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM

PAVEMENT
DETAILS

Total

Thursday
7:00 AM - 10:00 AM

Accumulation
Comments

Snow/Sleet Confidence

9.0 - 13.0"
Snow/Sleet

3.0 - 6.0"

10%

6.0 - 9.0"

25%

Sleet may mix in midstorm

9.0 - 13.0"

50%

13.0 - 17.0"

15%

8.0" - 12.0" Snow

First Inch

Wed 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Will stick to untreated pavement as soon as it turns steady given a cold ground.

HAZARDS
Hazard

Threat

Description

Ice

Low

Some sleet likely mixes in at night, if there is also brief freezing drizzle, there could be
patchy ice. Otherwise, daily melt/refreeze into the weekend.

Snowfall Rate

Very High

Several hours of 1-2" per hour rates this evening before lighter precip/mixing for a few
hours around midnight. One last push of snow likely overnight.

Blowing Snow

Moderate

Gusty winds will cause blowing/drifting, especially later this evening - Thursday AM.

Downed Trees

Low

A few downed limbs/power lines. Overall scope of wind issues should be limited.

FORECAST
Wednesday

Cloudy and breezy. A few flurries possible just before, otherwise light snow arrives 2 - 4PM, turns
steadier / heavier towards sunset.
1.0 - 2.0" of Snow (Most falls late)
Temps in the mid-upper 20s, cool late in snow | NE winds 7 - 15 mph, few gusts to 20

Wed Night

Moderate-heavy snow for a few hours in the evening. Snow trends much lighter towards midnight, with
some sleet mixing in. One more push of snow likely later at night. Windy and cold.
7.0 - 10.0" of Snow/Sleet (additional)
Temps mainly low-mid 20s (wind chill 10 - 15) | NE - N 10 - 20, gusts 30 - 35 mph

Thursday

Snow (generally light / flurries) exits 7 - 10 AM. Only breezy early on, then increasing breaks of sun.
65% chance for a Coating - 1.0" of Snow (Additional in the AM)
Temps only rise slightly 27 - 31 | N winds 8 - 18 mph, gusts 25 mph early on

Thu Night

Partly cloudy early on, then starting to become mainly clear. Frigid.
Low 13 - 17 (Wind chill around 10)

Friday

Partly to mostly sunny. Staying cold.
High 30 - 34

Forecaster: Rob Reale

Next Update: This Evening

908-850-8600
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https://weatherworksinc.com/forecast_guide.pdf

ABC Landscape Company
Monday, October 28, 2019 | 06:49 am

It's an active week and the threat for wintry weather increases with each precipitation-maker. A disturbance comes through
tonight as showers turn to areas of rain that are generally light. There are a few times the precip can become moderate and at
the same time, cold air is right on our doorstep. For a window between 2 - 8 AM, that rain can change to a couple periods of wet
snow / sleet. This doesn't look enough to cause any problems on paved surfaces, however, it's not out of the question for
grasses, car tops and roofs to get a bit of cover. Pre-dawn and AM Wednesday have a higher concern for some snow. The
intensity doesn't look to be overly heavy, so any accumulation (coating - 1") should be confined to grassy / elevated surfaces
again. Thurs - Thurs Ngt have another snow threat and that really bears watching since temps could go below freezing at night.

HAZARD OVERVIEW
Hazard

Mon

Tue - Wed

Description

Snow

Minimal

Low

Starting 2-5 AM, sleet and some wet snow can mix in at times with the
rain. 30% chance for sct'd coating - 0.5" (grasses / car tops). Higher
threat for coverings of wet snow Tue Ngt - Wed AM (mainly grasses)

Ice

None

None

NEAR TERM FORECAST
100%
75%

Precip
Probability

50%
25%
0%
6AM

9AM

12PM

3PM

6PM

9PM

12AM

3AM

6AM

Monday

Mostly cloudy. Sprinkles, drizzle and a few light rain showers become possible starting 1 - 4 PM.
60% chance for a Trace - 0.05" of Rain
High 46 - 50 | N winds 5 - 10 mph

Mon Night

Cloudy as evening sprinkles / very light showers build to more persistent areas of light-moderate rain
after midnight. Starting 2 - 5 AM, the rain can occasionally change to sleet and/or wet snow.
30% chance for a Scattered Coating - 0.5" of Snow (Grasses / elevated surfaces) | 0.15 - 0.25" of Rain
Low 33 - 36 | Light winds become NW 10 - 15 mph

SHORT RANGE FORECAST

Tuesday

Any leftover mixed showers end by 6 - 8 AM. Then clouds, slowly give way to partial sun (mainly PM).
High 40 - 44 | NNW winds 10 - 20 mph

Tue Night

Increasing clouds. Periods of wet snow (mixed at times with rain) likely start arriving 2 - 5 AM.
60% chance for a Scattered Coating - 1.0" of Snow (Mainly grasses as pavement risk is low)
Low 31 - 35

Wednesday

Periods of morning wet snow gradually mix more with light rain by noon-time. Areas of light rain taper in
the afternoon. Cloudy.
60% chance for a Scattered Coating - 0.5" of Snow (Mainly grasses early on)
High 37 - 42

MEDIUM RANGE FORECAST

Thursday

Unsettled and becoming windy. Frequent showers and a few rainy periods. At times this mixes or falls
as snow. The highest risk for all snow is late afternoon into the night.
An accumulation is possible and pavements can't be ruled out for cover (especially at night)
High 38 - 43

Friday

Intervals of clouds and sun. Continued cold and blustery.
High 37 - 42

Forecaster: Sean Rowland

Next Update: Today 12:30 - 2:30 PM

908-850-8600
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ABC Landscape Company

Thursday, May 30, 2019 | 01:03 pm

WEATHER ALERT
* ENHANCED FLOODING RISK LATER THIS AFTERNOON / EVENING *
THREAT TIME: THURSDAY 4:00 PM - 9:00 PM
We have yet another evening of active weather in store as more scattered showers and storms are beginning to fire to our west
across western and central PA. These will gradually expand eastward over the next hour or so and turn more widespread later
this afternoon and evening. The good news is that the severe risk is considerably lower than the past couple of days with only a
slight chance of a storm turning severe (gusty winds the main risk, isolated tornado not ruled out). That being said, the more
concerning aspect of this evening's storms is the potential for rounds of heavy rain which will result in an enhanced threat of
flooding issues. Making matters potentially worse is the timing coinciding with the evening rush as heavy downpours will lead to a
higher than typical threat of poor drainage and street flooding. Additionally, given saturated grounds and streams/creeks/rivers
already running high, areas that receive the most rain (1-2+ inches) will have a better than typical risk for water levels to exceed
bank full. Rain and storms gradually exit later this evening, with a drier and nicer day to follow tomorrow.

SEVERE WEATHER
Threat

Coverage

Description

Damaging Winds

Isolated

A few of the stronger storms could produce isolated wind gusts 30 - 50 mph.

Hail

Minimal

Pea-sized hail is possible within the strongest storms.

Tornadoes

Isolated

An isolated tornado is not ruled out within the strongest storms.

C-G Lightning

Scattered

Storms will produce a fair amount of lightning, but less so than earlier this week.

FLOODING PROBLEMS
Road / Poor
Drainage

Numerous

Rounds of downpours combined with wet grounds from prior heavy rains (in conjuction
with the evening rush) will result in an enhanced risk for poor drainage flooding.

Stream / Creek

Scattered

Already high streams and creeks will have a better than typical risk to exceed their
banks in places that receive 1-2 inches or more of rain.

Major River

Isolated

Major rivers will likely see significant rises but most stay within their banks.

FORECAST

Thursday

Clouds with a few peeks of sun. A shower/storm possible after 130-2 PM, turning more widespread with
rounds of downpours after 4 PM.
0.50 - 1.00" of Rain (Locally 1 - 2"+)
Enhanced risk for poor drainage / stream & creek flooding late afternoon - early evening.
Temps in the 70s | Variable winds 5 - 15 mph

Thu Night

Mostly cloudy. Most showers and storms end before 9 PM with just a low risk for a returning shower
overnight. Clearing sky by daybreak.
35% chance for a Trace - 0.25" of Rain
Low 55 - 60 | Winds become WNW 5 - 10 mph

Friday

Morning sun becomes mixed with clouds. Pleasant.
High 75 - 80 | NW winds shift WSW 5 - 10 mph

Forecaster: Mark Miller

908-850-8600
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